PIXIUM® PORTABLE 3543 DR
THE WORLD’S FIRST PORTABLE DETECTOR WITH PATENTED EMBEDDED PATIENT IDENTIFICATION

STAND-ALONE
device that can work in
AUTO-DETECTION MODE

- 3.1kg
- Cassette size (ISO 4090)
- WIRELESS
- up to 8HR BATTERY LIFE

AN OPTIMIZED WORKFLOW

1. SAFELY ASSIGNED TO PATIENTS
   thanks to its embedded bar code reader

2. STORED IN THE DETECTOR
   are counted on an EASY-READING DISPLAY
   indicating the number of images stored per
   patient and in total

3. uploaded through a user-friendly SOFTWARE
   enabling BETTER CARE FOR PATIENTS

4. COULD BE DISPLAYED ON DEMAND
   ANYWHERE in the hospital

MAKING THE LIFE OF HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS EASIER

UNLIMITED FLEXIBILITY
for personalised patient care

saving TIME

saving MONEY

reducing ERRORS

reducing STRESS